TENDER NO. 003/HK/2019-20/SCI

“Comprehensive maintenance i.e. Housekeeping & Mechanized Cleaning and Conservancy Services”

The financial bid of those firms who have qualified technically for “Comprehensive maintenance i.e. Housekeeping & Mechanized Cleaning and Conservancy Services in various offices, establishments, buildings and open areas, looked after by the Registry” shall be opened on 04.05.2020 at 03.00 PM in the Registry. These firms shall be informed through e-mail individually. Due to guidelines issued by Government of India on account of COVID-19, only one person from each of the firm shall be allowed to be present on the date & time of opening of financial bid.

The representative of the respective firm should come with proper authorization letter & I.D proof.

(B.L.N Achary)
Additional Registrar (AM)

For information:- To all concerned through SCI website https://sci.gov.in